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Some of the goals in my class include helping students develop an entrepreneurial mindset, develop communication skills, to get in the
habit of looking at things from other people’s points of view, to get practical experience, and to make contacts off campus. I’m going to
report on some ways I’ve been using radio in its various forms to provide experiences for students to develop these skills by creating
content and by adding value by curating what’s already out there. Along the way they are becoming more aware of our regional music and
entertainment culture.
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What makes radio radio? It provides s a sit-back, hands free, experience that you may enjoy when you can’t, or don’t want to, interact, for
example, while working or driving.
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Radio began as a social experience, and music was often heard in a group
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Popular music forked off and turned into a youth business when young people were able to buy records and record players that they could
afford in their own rooms.
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It became mobile and even more isolating with the invention of transistor radios
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The Walkman cassette system allowed you to record personal collections and share them with friends
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The iPod’s ability to put a thousand songs in your pocket and create your playlists became a feature of smart phones.
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Apple continued to miniaturize the technology in the Apple watch.
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For now, Apple’s HomePad speaker only works with Apple music.
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Steve Jobs said that people wanted to own their music, but they, like other companies, are shifting to streaming.
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Apple radio - a playlist introduced by a DJ
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Beats 1 with celebrity DJs and curators like Zane Lowe from BBC. It is a radio station accessible through iTunes music or iOS device.
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We are no longer attached to a set of past purchases, instead we can subscribe to a service like Apple Music or Spotify to listen to our
playlists pulled from a huge library. The music comes from the cloud and we can connect to it through a variety of devices.

14

Faced with an overwhelming, unlimited choice, it is comforting to retreat to your old favorites or songs chosen algorithmically from your
past choices. Another options is to leave the choice of music to someone else and have a sit back experience where all you have to do is
select the channel, or change channels if you lose interest. If Pareto was right that life breaks down to a 80-20 division, then perhaps you
find yourself wanting someone else to feed you 20% of the time. Civilians may prefer to be guided 80% of the time, by a DJ who knows more
about music than you—a specialist who has the time, expertise, and sensitivity to design an experience. Sometimes it’s nice to hear a voice
that is connected to a specific place rather than a faceless algorithm.

15

Would like to show some examples of how we’re using the curation experience that radio and other technologies offer in a four different
classes: A large survey of the Music Industry class w/ 125 students, a Songwriting class, Senior projects, and radio production.
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I assign my students to report on what they hear on four types of stations. In the process they come to understand how much autonomy the
DJ has to choose which song to play, and how much comes from a playlist or rotation. Local stations offer a voice connected with a place,
and can incorporate news, weather, public service announcements, take requests, and interviews with independent artists. Some students
report liking the college stations because they play unfamiliar songs. Others dislike it for the same reason.
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THE SCENE is a class for audio production students in partnership with our local NPR radio station. Students do field recording of live shows
in venues across the state, conduct interviews, and come back to campus to edit/mix to make 55 minute episodes. Curating adds value to
the experience, and is what differentiates it from algorithms driven by big data.
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My music industry class is developing a website called Middletown Music with resources to promote Midwest Music that serves as a hub for
all our online resources. The name comes from an alias given the town by sociologists reporting the findings of their studies in the 1920s.
Muncie was chosen because of how typical it was of small manufacturing towns. Our unfair advantage continues to be that we are
extremely average, and we are trying to capitalize on having fingers on the pulse of the country’s music tastes. We like to say that “If we
like you here, they’ll like you anywhere”.
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The Middletown Music website links to the class’s YouTube channel. The students find Midwest artists of interest to add to playlists that are
organized by state, and add descriptions as part of their experiences writing social media content.
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They also create content for our Instagram and Facebook accounts about the bands they promote. I’m hoping that in the process of doing
marketing they become more aware of how they are being marketed to, how their choices are manipulated by labels, and how to find new
music to make their listening a richer experience.
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Here are some of the analytics showing how engagement is growing
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http://middletownmusic.org/guides23
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Students conduct interviews, if the subjects agree we publish the conversation on our blog. Some students choose to call radio stations,
especially those interested in careers in radio.

We have music scene guides to the largest 30 cities in the region…

…including info on local radio stations

http://indieonthemove.com

http://middletownmusic.org/radio
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indieoethemove.com is a website that helps musicians find places to perform. We have partnered with them to have students develop their
phone skills by calling venues to check the listings in the database, and we’re helping them expand their listings of radio stations.
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We have switched from distributing content through podcasts to having our own Internet radio station broadcasting original music from
bands headquartered in the Midwest. The students use some of the skills used in A&R to find music from bands they are promoting and call
our Google voice number to leave announcements and station IDs which are added to our stream. This gives them another reason to talk
with musicians and an opportunity to develop their ability to pitch an idea. Students can stream from their laptops at home or live events in
the field. The switch to Internet radio means that broadcasting is no longer tied to a studio in one physical location, and listening not
limited to one geographical region. Our most faithful listener lives in Germany.
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In the meantime, one of our seniors has taken on the role of music manager as part of his capstone project. He is designing the schedule,
adding his favorite episodes of THE SCENE, reviewing submissions, and picking album cuts from Midwest artists…
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…like Pokey LaFarge who is representative of the Americana genre associated with the Midwest…
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…and WALK THE MOON. The band was formed in Cincinatti, and their bass play is a graduate from our music production program.
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Here is a graph showing the number of listeners over a 19-hour period.
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There’s a Google form that students use to report their favorite radio stations…
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that is automatically added to a Google spreadsheet.
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A team of computer science students created a phone app called Midwest Radio Player that makes it easy to tune into streams coming from
Midwest radio stations. Here is the panel that allows administrators to edit the information gathered from the students.

http://purplecalves.com

http://purplecalves.com
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There is a version of the MIDWEST RADIO PLAYER app for Android…

http://purplecalves.com
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…and for iOS. Both versions are being tested and will have features added by the end of the semester.
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The app emulates a car radio that you can use until manufacturers make it a standard feature. There are scan forward/backward buttons,
and you can save a station as a preset by doing a long press on one of the 6 locations. You can find the apps by searching for “Midwest Radio
Player”, or going to purplecalves.com. The code is open source, and would only require minor changes to make it work in your area. I’m
looking for collaborators who would like to release players for other geographical areas. You can use this app until car manufacturer’s build
it into new cars.

http://willshare.com/mmb
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The activities on Midwest music and the radio app tie in with my book and its companion website. It covers the basics of how the music
industry works today and includes a chapter on special features of the music and entertainment scene in the Midwest. Please let me know if
you know anyone that teaches music industry and who is looking for a publishing opportunity, who could replace the chapter on the Midwest
in order to create a new edition about the music scene in the west, south, or east. There is a review copy at the registration table.

38

Spotify

39

We use Spotify playlists for a variety of purposes. We have a collaborative playlist that students can contribute to that we listen to before
class. We won’t be renewing our subscriptions for our Middletown Radio streaming radio station next year since it is cheaper to piggyback
on Spotify, who is in a better position to pay the costs of licensing and streaming.
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Radio is going to increasingly be driven by big data. Here is some of the data that a Spotify develops Echo Nest can derive from analyzing
Spotify’s library.
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Echo Nest is a music intelligence company spun off from the M.I.T. Media lab intended to help with music identification, recommendations,
creation of playlists, audio fingerprinting, and analysis.The company was acquired by Spotify in 2014.

44

Spotify is the new radio, and offers listener choice of choosing what they want to hear or by using their past choices as seeds for
algorithmically generated customized playlists, as well as Spotify’s own playlists chosen for different times and situations in the day. If they
allow users to embed commentary and advertisements there won’t be any need to have radio anymore.
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Here is one of Echo Nest’s examples of programs that can built on their data about songs {wait for cursor to appear} click on a genre to
listen, and see its relatedness to with other styles, in this case bossa nova. In the future songs themselves will be written for your tastes.

Examples of Echo Nest song data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start time of each bar
Danceability
Duration
Time at end of fadeout
Energy
Album name
List of 100 similar lists
Tempo
Year released

Examples of Echo Nest Algorithms
•
•
•
•

Gradually move from one style to another
Roadtrip playlists start to end points
Learn about new genre
Explore proximity between styles

Echo Nest’s Popcorn

“Daddy’s Car”, generated by Sony CSL Research Lab
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We can’t predict what environment our students will work in. I’m trying to foster basic character strengths like grit and communication
skills that should transfer. What will be the result of iHeart Radio imploding, and new delivery methods like virtual reality systems, and how
will artificial intelligence impact both the delivery as well as the creation of content itself? The researchers have developed FlowMachines,
a system that learns music styles from a huge database of songs. Daddy’s Car, a song composed by Sony CSL Research Lab in the style of The
Beatles.
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Some of the goals in my class include helping students develop an entrepreneurial mindset, develop communication skills, to get in the
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